Most HIV-1 infections in Uganda are caused by subtypes A and D. The prevalence of recombination and the sites of specific breakpoints between these subtypes have not been reported. HIV-1 pol sequences encoding protease (amino acids 1-99) and reverse transcriptase (amino acids 1-324) from 102 pregnant Ugandan women were analyzed by the Recombinant Identification Program, SimPlot, and examination of phylogenetically informative sites to identify sites of recombination between sequence segments belonging to different subtypes. Thirteen percent (13 of 102) of the pol sequences contained strong evidence of recombination between subtypes A and D. At least nine different patterns of recombination were observed. Five women infected with a recombinant virus transmitted the recombinant virus perinatally. In this population-based study, intersubtype recombinants were common. The large number of different types of pol recombinants identified suggests that recombination occurs readily in the pol region. Perinatal transmission of the recombinant viruses demonstrates their evolutionary stability.
a 1269-bp region of pol in HIV-1 from 102 pregnant Ugandan women enrolled in a trial of antiretroviral therapy to prevent perinatal HIV-1 transmission. In that study, 50 (49%) women had subtype A viruses, 35 (34%) had subtype D viruses, 4 (4%) had subtype C viruses, and subtyping was inconclusive for 13. 10 Now, we examine each of the 102 sequences for evidence of recombination, including the 13 that were not subtyped in the previous study, and report the prevalence and sites of recombination in viruses from this representative patient population.
SAMPLES USED FOR ANALYSIS
Plasma samples used for analysis were obtained from antiretroviral drug-naive pregnant women enrolled in the clinical trial HIVNET 012 (Kampala, Uganda) and who were treated perinatally with nevirapine (NVP). 11, 12 The HIVNET 012 study protocol was reviewed and approved by institutional review boards in Uganda and the United States, and informed consent was obtained from all women before enrollment. All the women were antiretroviral drug naive at the time of enrollment. Women received a single dose of NVP during labor and delivery and infants received a single dose of NVP within 72 hr of birth. Samples used for analysis were collected 6-8 weeks after delivery (6-8 weeks after NVP administration) from 102 women and 5 HIV-1-infected infants. Samples collected from nine women before NVP administration were also analyzed. The subtype and presence of drug resistance mutations in protease and first 324 amino acids of reverse transcriptase (RT) before and after prophylaxis have already been described. 13
SEQUENCE ANALYSIS
Two programs, the Recombinant Identification Program (RIP; http://hiv-web.lanl.gov) 14 and SimPlot 15 were used to identify sites of recombination. RIP was used to compute the genetic distance between short segments (200 bp) of the Ugandan sequences and the aligned segments of a panel of reference sequences of known subtype. SimPlot was used to determine the phylogenetic relationship of each sequence segment to aligned segments of reference sequences, using bootstrap resampling (bootscanning). One hundred bootstrap replicates generated by the neighbor-joining method were obtained, using both 200-and 400-bp segments (sliding window size) overlapping by a step of 10 bp.
The reference sequences used for both RIP and SimPlot were obtained from the HIV Sequence Database at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (http://hiv-web.lanl.gov). Both RIP and SimPlot identified putative positions of recombination by plotting either genetic similarity values (RIP) or percentage of permuted trees (SimPlot) along the length of each sequence. Sequences were considered to have strong evidence of recombination if both RIP and SimPlot identified sites of recombination using a window size of 400 with a maximum bootstrap percentage of at least 90%. Sequences were considered to have weak evidence of recombination if either RIP or SimPlot identified sites of recombination using a window size of 200 with a maximum bootstrap value of >50% but <90%.
To identify phylogenetically informative nucleic positions, we aligned 10 previously published nonrecombinant subtype A sequences (AF004885, AF069672, AF069670, AF069671, AF107771, M62320, U51190, AF193275, AF069669, and AF069673) and 6 nonrecombinant subtype D sequences (K03454, M27323, U88822, M22639, U88824, and AF133821). Positions at which the subtype A sequence always differed from the subtype D sequence (e.g., the subtype A alignment had all C's and the subtype D alignment had all T's) were considered informative. Positions at which either subtype A or D contained a nucleotide not present in the other alignment were considered potentially informative (e.g., the subtype A alignment had all C's and the subtype D alignment had C's and at least two T's).
To further validate putative sites of recombination, aligned segments were then analyzed by PAUPSearch as part of the Wisconsin Package version 10.1 (Genetics Computer Group, Madison, WI). Neighbor-joining trees using the Kimura two-parameter nucleotide substitution model were created. To determine the reliability of the three topology, bootstrap resampling was performed 500 times for each segment.
PREVALENCE OF RECOMBINATION
Thirteen of 102 sequences were found to have strong evidence of recombination by RIP and by the most conservative bootscan setting, which used a window size of 400 bp. For each of these 13 sequences, the percentage of permuted trees (i.e., bootstrap value) in at least one window was >98%. Phylogenetic trees constructed by splitting these sequences at putative sites of recombination and aligning them with reference sequences confirmed the presence of a second subtype. The bootscan results for these 13 isolates are shown in Fig. 1 .
Among the 102 sequences analyzed, 15 sequences were found to have weak evidence of recombination by RIP and SimPlot (bootscanning), using a window size of 200 bp. The bootscan support for recombination in these 15 sequences was low; the percentage of permuted trees never exceeded 84% (range, 50-84%). Six sequences had evidence of recombination only by bootscanning with a window size of 200 bp, 20 sequences had evidence of recombination only by RIP, and 48 sequences had no evidence of recombination by either RIP or bootscanning.
To determine whether RIP or SimPlot identifies sites of recombination by chance in isolates not believed to be recombinants, we applied both programs to a set of 63 pol genes of previously published completely sequenced isolates obtained outside of Uganda. The 26 sequences included the following subtypes: 26 subtype B, 13 subtype C, 10 CRF01_AE (in which recombination has been reported only within env), 4 subtype A, 4 subtype D, 4 subtype F, and 2 subtype G sequences. None of these sequences had strong evidence of recombination. However, 33 of 63 sequences were found to have weak evidence of recombination by RIP or by bootscanning with a window size of 200 bp. Only 4 of the 33 sequences had evidence of recombination by bootscanning with a window size of 400 bp, including two subtype D isolates with subtype B peaks having bootstrap support of 26 and 29%, one subtype F isolate with a subtype B peak of 48%, and one subtype G isolate with a subtype A peak of 80%.
PATTERNS OF RECOMBINATION
Among the 13 isolates with strong evidence of recombination, there appeared to be 9 different recombination patterns in the RT gene ( Fig. 1 ). Three isolates (549, 760, and 800) shared evidence of recombination between codons 211 and 240. Two isolates (151 and 479) shared evidence of recombination between codons 117 and 120. Two isolates (414 and 843) shared evidence of two sites of recombination between codons 31-38 and codons 214-227. The mean interisolate divergence among these three groups of isolates ranged between 3.2 and 4.1%. None of the women in this study, including those who had viruses sharing evidence of recombination at similar sites, are known to be epidemiologically related.
The alignment of previously published nonrecombinant subtype A and D sequences revealed that 99 of the first 972 nucleotides (codons 1-324) in the RT were either informative (16 nucleotide positions) or potentially informative (83 nucleotide positions) as defined above. Among the 13 isolates with strong evidence of recombination, a median of 34 positions of the possible 99 were informative in that they could be used to independently assess the classification of sequence segments by SimPlot. The informative positions for each sequence and their assignments to either subtype A or subtype D are shown beneath the ordinate axis for each plot in Fig. 1 . For a median of 31 (91%) of the 34 informative positions per sequence, the assignment of the informative sites was consistent with SimPlot bootscanning results. The density of informative sites was insufficient to further refine the breakpoints as determined by the SimPlot analysis.
STABILITY OF RECOMBINANTS
The sequences described above were obtained from plasma samples collected from women 6-8 weeks after administration of NVP for prevention of HIV-1 mother-to-child transmission. Samples collected before NVP administration were available for 9 of the 13 women who had HIV-1 isolates with strong evidence of recombination. HIV-1 sequences from each of the nine isolates had the same evidence of recombination observed at the later time point. Five of the 13 women with recombinant HIV-1 viruses transmitted their infection perinatally despite NVP prophylaxis. Samples from these infected infants were found to have nearly identical sequences with similar breakpoints.
IMPLICATIONS OF RECOMBINATION
HIV-1, like other retroviruses, is recombinogenic as a consequence of its dimeric genome and an RT that can switch between templates during proviral DNA synthesis. Hybrid genomes can be generated when two parental genomes are copackaged within the same cell. A review has described 11 CRFs, defined as completely sequenced recombinant isolates infecting at least two epidemiologically unrelated individuals. Two of these CRFs (CRF01_AE and CRF02_AG) are highly prevalent and play a major role in the HIV-1 pandemic.
CRFs are most likely to occur in Africa, where there are multiple circulating subtypes, high rates of infection and, in some cases, dual infection. HIV-1 subtypes A and D are common, making it likely that some individuals will be dually infected and at risk for developing recombinant viruses. Systemic sampling of HIV-1 from 102 epidemiologically unrelated Ugandan women provides a minimum estimate of intersubtype recombination in the population studied. Although 13% of the women had strong evidence of being infected with recombinant viruses, the actual prevalence that would be revealed by complete genome sequencing of the isolates may in fact be higher.
The fact that nine of the women had the same recombinant identified at two points in time, and that five of the women transmitted a recombinant virus perinatally, confirms that these recombinant isolates do not represent polymerase chain reaction (PCR) artifacts and also demonstrates the stability of these variants in vivo. The fact that three different recombinant forms were present in at least two women suggests that these recombinants may be common variants in parts of Uganda. These variants, however, cannot be considered CRFs because their whole genomes were not sequenced.
Although previous studies have shown that hybrid pol proteins can be formed, the multiple patterns of recombination observed in the 13 isolates in this study suggest that many parts of the RT gene are possible sites for recombination. Our analysis also highlights some of the difficulties faced by the programs used to detect recombination within pol. The pol gene is less variable than env and parts of gag and therefore has fewer phylogenetically informative sites. Applying such programs as RIP and SimPlot without examining the bootstrap support for putative sites of recombination often shows weak evidence for recombination in isolates that are probably not recombinant. Strong evidence of recombination in pol should therefore require using a larger window size (e.g., 400 bp) and should be supported by high bootscan support (90-100%) in regions of recombination.
Intersubtype recombination provides a powerful mechanism for adaptive HIV-1 evolution. Such recombination within the pol gene may increase the rapidity with which multidrugresistant HIV-1 isolates are generated. The use of antiretroviral drug therapy in regions with a high prevalence of HIV-1 infection should be coupled with efforts to prevent ongoing HIV-1 transmissions to reduce the risk of dual infection and the generation of new recombinant forms. Intersubtype recombination also complicates efforts aimed at classifying sequenced isolates, particularly in the more conserved regions of the HIV-1 genome such as those encoding the molecular targets of HIV-1 therapy.
FIG. 1.
Bootscanning results for 13 HIV-1 viruses with strong evidence of recombination. The percentage of permuted trees (y axis) clustering with each subtype is shown along the length of the sequence (x axis). Bootscan results were originally obtained by using reference sequences of each of the nine pure subtypes and CRFs 1 and 2. The bootscan analysis was redone, using the two subtypes involved in recombination, subtypes A (blue) and D (pink), as well as one control subtype, subtype C (green). Isolates sharing similar patterns of recombination (151/479, 414/843, and 549/760/800) are grouped. The informative positions for each sequence and their assignments to either subtype A or subtype D are shown beneath the x axis.
